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TH1 cells prompted us to focus our attention
on the IFN-y receptor (IFN-yR). This re-
ceptor is composed of two chains, IFN-'yRa
and the recently cloned accessory factor-1
(AF-1) (also referred to as IFN-yRP) (18).
Although IFN-yRa can, by itself, bind
IFN-/y with high affinity (19), interaction of
this chain with AF-1 is required for IFN-y-
mediated signaling, including the activation
of STF-IFNy/ and the induction of IRF-1
gene expression (20). We therefore exam-
ined the TH 1 and TH2 clones for the expres-
sion of these receptor components. Fluores-
cence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analy-
sis of cell surface expression of IFN-yRa
(Fig. 4A) revealed that the clones contain
roughly equal amounts of IFN-y/Ro chain.
However, when we examined these clones
for the presence of AF-l-encoding mRNA
by Northern (RNA) analysis (Fig. 4B), we
found that the TH2, but not the TH1, clone
expressed the AF-1 mRNA transcript. Re-
verse transcription of RNA from three dif-
ferent TH1 clones followed by the poly-
merase chain reaction (RT-PCR) confirmed
the absence of AF-1 expression in these cells
(Fig. 4C). To test whether reintroduction of
AF-1 expression could rescue IFN-y signal-
ing in TH1 cells, we transiently transfected a
complementary DNA (cDNA) encoding
AF-1 into a THi clone (Dl.1). Transfection
of AF-1, but not a mock transfection, led to
the appearance of STF-IFNy in TH1 cells
(Fig. 5). Detection of this complex by
EMSA was blocked by an antiserum against
Statl (Fig. 5).

Our data indicate that TH1 cells cannot
activate the Jak-STAT pathway in response
to IFN-y because the AF-1 component of
the IFN-y receptor is not expressed. Down-
regulation of the IFN-y signaling pathway
in TH1 cells may allow the immune system
to selectively inhibit the proliferation of
TH2 cells, while permitting TH1 cells to
escape the antiproliferative effects of the
IFN-y that they secrete. Preliminary data
reveal that precursor T helper cells are able
to activate STF-IFNy. If these cells are
cultured in the presence of IFN-y, the re-
sulting T cell population, which is greatly
enriched in TH1 cells, does not activate
STF-IFNy in response to IFN-y restimula-
tion (21). Thus, during differentiation into
THi cells, T cells may lose the capacity to
activate STF-IFNy. This finding is consis-
tent with a model in which modulation of
cytokine signaling may play an important
role in the acquisition of specific T helper
cell phenotypes.
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TECHNICALCOMMENTS m 11IwinuI,.

Seasonal Precipitation Timing and Ice
Core Records

Commenting on our work with isotope
tracers and the origin of moisture in general
circulation model simulations (1), Eric J.
Steig et al. (2) suggest that changes in the
seasonal distribution of precipitation may
provide strong control on isotopic variabil-
ity in Greenland ice cores. In principle, we
agree with the thrust of their comment. In a
broad sense, without consideration of spe-
cific processes, the seasonality effects dis-
cussed by Steig et al. and the moisture
source effects described in our report are
two classes of the same general phenome-
non: evaporation, distillation, and transport
of isotopes over different temperature re-
gimes. Although the analysis of Steig et al.
for Greenland precipitation over the last
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century suggests that seasonal effects are a
significant component of interannual isoto-
pic variability, general circulation models
(GCMs) represent one of the few means of
assessing the importance of this phenome-
non for interpreting the isotopic record
over glacial cycles. The GCM approach is
important for understanding the relation-
ship between 8180 and temperature because
(i) thermodynamic principles and analysis
of modem isotopic data suggest that
present-day spatial 818O-temperature corre-
lations cannot be considered an exact sur-
rogate for the temporal relationship be-
tween these variables and (ii) geographic
isotopic variability-for example, the dif-
ferences in isotopic values among ice
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cores-can best be examined with a three-
dimensional model.

Although we are limited by having
only two complete multiyear isotope sim-
ulations (ice age and modern), some as-
pects of temporal isotopic variability over
Greenland can be addressed. For example,
extending the approach of Steig et al. (2)
to the Goddard Institute for Space Studies
(GISS) 4 x 5° resolution isotope tracer
model experiments reveals that there is
virtually no systematic change in the sea-
sonal timing of Greenland precipitation
between the ice age and modern simula-
tions. As a result, the simulated glacial-
interglacial change in "precipitation-
weighted temperature" is not significantly
better correlated with isotopic change
over Greenland than is the change in
simulated temperature alone. Thus, these
model results do not support the sugges-
tion of Steig et al. that seasonality is a
primary influence on isotopic change be-
tween all climates.

Assessing the importance of moisture
source variability, as opposed to local air
temperature, is complicated because of the
wide range of sources-and therefore cli-
mate processes-that contribute to Green-
land precipitation in the model. It is not our

Fig. 1. Predicted mean annual
fields for (top two panels) the dif-
ference between the glacial max-
imum and modern (control) simu-
lations for surface air temperature
and s180; (lower panel) the "er-
ror" produced (in degrees Cel-
sius) if the 8180 change were
used to predict the temperature
change with a universal scaling of ATemperaturi
0.6 per mil per degrees Celsius.
Temperature change is underes-
timated in the blue-shaded re-
gions and overestimated in red-
shaded regions.

intention to imply that changes in the ori-
gin of moisture source can by themselves
account for all isotopic variability in Green-
land ice cores. For example, in the 8 x 10°
resolution model, local air temperature
change is well correlated with the glacial-
interglacial isotopic change over the
Greenland and Laurentide regions (3). The
same degree of correlation is also apparent
in the 4 x 5° resolution model (R2 values
for this correlation range from 0.8 to 0.5,
depending on exactly which points are con-
sidered). But the 4 x 5° model highlights
the fact that different regions have different
isotopic "sensitivities" to climate change
(Fig. 1). For example, the slope of the gla-
cial-interglacial AS180/AT relationship
over North-Central Greenland averages
about 0.8 per mil per degrees Celsius,
whereas the glacial-interglacial slope over
southeastern Greenland is 0.4 per mil per
degrees Celsius (the modemrn spatial rela-
tionship is about 0.6 per mil per degrees
Celsius). Regression analysis shows that
changes in the origin of moisture source can
account for some of this difference in iso-
topic sensitivity, one example being the
interplay between North American and
North Pacific moisture over Greenland ex-
amined in our report (1). However, more

precise physical explanations for these re-
gional differences may come with addition-
al climate simulations, and more confi-
dence in their significance may come with
comparison to other GCMs fitted with trac-
er diagnostics, such as the Laboratoire de
Meteorologie Dynamique (Paris) (4) and
the Hamburg (5) models.

Although we recognized that moisture
source variability, isotopic variability, and
air temperature variability must all be relat-
ed to some degree, our report focused on the
broad-scale climate processes responsible
for the ice core isotopic shifts. The exis-
tence of multiple moisture sources for
Greenland in our three-dimensional gener-
al circulation model experiments suggests
that other processes, aside from those just
involving the North Atlantic ocean, need
to be considered. Steig et al. propose one
variable, sea ice extent, which could be
important in shaping the ice core record.
Although our model results show no evi-
dence as yet of their specific seasonality
mechanism, the results do warrant more
detailed investigation into the regional
variability of the 818O-temperature rela-
tionship, including the influence of sea ice.
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